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be pictured as one fundamental step, then
another, then another, and so on without
end; in other words, the class of objects
(steps) is infinite.4 Other examples abound.
For instance, rotation schemata are explic-
itly applied to the complex number plane 
in complex multiplication.5

What if nature contains patterns that we
are not evolved to recognize? Consider the
molecular structure of multi-component
glasses. These highly complex (and useful)
materials are not ordered (infinite repeti-
tion of unit cell), but they are certainly not
random either. Rather, they are constrained
by the (mostly covalent) bond requirements
of their constituents, which are frozen away
from a least-free energy state.

Many people have tried to elucidate
their intermediate-range structural features
via molecular dynamic simulations, Monte-
Carlo simulations and other computational
methods. However quantitatively correct
the results might be, observers are often
unable to describe them in anything other
than vague terms. We do not have a simple
mathematical construct that can be played
in the mind’s eye.

Characterization of speckle is facilitated
by study of higher moments, and of course
fractal geometries and Hausdorf dimen-
sions can be used to describe almost self-
similar physical features (coastlines, etc.).
Nevertheless, many of us turn problems
over in our minds, and that is often visual.
As anyone with small children has experi-
enced, we can answer “Why?” questions
only in terms of things we already under-
stand. Are all physical phenomena within
reach of our mind’s grasp, and can we find
descriptions that are as useful to our mind’s
eye as circle, perpendicular, infinity?
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F rogs process
more of their

visual information
at the retina than
most mammals,

including primates. Their retinas contain 
at least five types of ganglion cells, which
are highly specialized to external stimulus
requirements (e.g., changes in contrast, cur-
vature of convex edges, etc.). These cells
respond when an object is seen moving into
the visual field, but otherwise they do not
fire.1 That is to say, the frog’s visual system
has evolved to recognize small moving
objects (tasty bugs) and not much else
(besides looming, predatory shadows).
The frog’s disinterest in other visual stimuli
is hard-wired by natural selection.

Humans process most of their visual
information in the visual cortex. We can
“visualize” without external stimuli, how-
ever. Functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing studies have shown that dreaming and
imagining things in the mind’s eye are
accompanied by visual cortical activity.2

(This is true even in the congenitally blind.)
Some cognitive science scholars assert that
we, too, are hard-wired to perceive in terms
of basic experiential concepts. They further
assert that our experience with objects and
our bodies shapes our language in what are
called “image schemata.” These schemata
(inside/outside containers, beginning/end
of path, middle/edge of object, and so on)
are embedded in all human languages,
including mathematics.3

They are also the basis for metaphorical
correlations that influence our thinking
patterns. A simple example might be a gen-
eralization of vertical to indicate quantity.
Examples such as “profits are up,”“the ten-
sion is rising” and “turn down the volume,”
etc., are a result of abstraction of our expe-
rience with containers. When we put more
(beans, rice, water) in, we observe the level
rises. It feels unnatural to express more as
down, or important as small (“This is big
news!,”“He was a great man,” etc.).

Image schemata can be metaphorically
extended beyond arithmetic to more
abstract domains of understanding in
mathematics. Infinity is not a trivial con-
cept, but an infinite number of steps can 

The Limits of Perception
“We …move in a dance so subtle and vast that no
one hears it, except in fragments.”

— Wendell Berry
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